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Basics of public speaking for both students and 
teachers. 

Subjects:
- Main elements of public speaking 
- How to practice your skills 
- Common questions
- Exercises (alone or with a group)

Introduction

Why are public speaking skills important? Perhaps you’ve heard about the Dr. Fox effect before. This 
was a classic study where an American actor presented a meaningless lecture on an obscure sub-field
of statistics to an audience of students and peers, while posing as a very high-profile mathematician. 
The actor had written the talk himself, and afterwards a few mathematicians had gone over it to 
make sure that it made as little sense as possible. However, he presented it in his most charming and 
engaging manner, and the audience fell for it completely. 

Now there’s lots of facets to this study (including some mixed results when the experiment was 
repeated later) but this is what I’ve always found to be the most interesting thing about it: When it 
was explained afterwards that the whole lecture made no sense, many people who were in the 
audience still asked where they could find actual information on the topic. Ergo, the actor 
successfully convinced his audience that the topic was interesting and worth learning more about – 
by basically only using implicit information and very, very good public speaking skills!

Main Elements of Public Speaking

You can conceptualize a speech in the same way you can conceptualize any form of communication: 
there is a sender (in this case the presenter), who uses a medium (spoken word, but also slides or 
video or whiteboard), to convey a message (any information given, implicit or explicit) to a receiver 
(the audience). This process is influenced by noise (any information that is not part of the message).

     noise
         v

Sender & medium -------- message ------- receiver
         (explicit/implicit)

Let’s go over them one by one.
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Sender / Medium

In a presentation, you are the sender! Therefore, you have to take care of 
yourself first. The most important element of that is knowing yourself – what
are your strengths and weaknesses when it comes to public speaking, and 
how do you work best? One part of this is about the circumstances during 
the speech – what kind of equipment is there, how is the room laid out, can 

you change anything about this to make your life easier? And if not, can you work around any 
obstacles that might be present? Do you have a place to keep your notes or anything else you might 
need, like a bottle of water? Can you sit down or lean on something should you wish to do so?

A bit more on equipment: you save yourself a lot of headaches if you 1. know what is available and 2. 
know how it works. Do you have/need slides, a flip-board or whiteboard, writing and erasing utensils 
for these (!), sound, movies, a pointer / remote control, what kind of microphone… At the bare 
minimum, check whether everything works beforehand. But also spend some time really learning 
how they work! Either at the location (check for instance how the microphone reacts to your moving 
around) or beforehand (YouTube video’s on PowerPoint tricks, for instance). That way you can go 
beyond the basics.
Example of something that commonly goes wrong: people tend to speak into a dynamic mic like they 
are eating an ice-cream cone, but they tend to work better when you speak into them head-on! Take 
some time to look up the polar pattern of microphones you often encounter, and check how close 
they have to be to your mouth to pick up sound reliably.

Sender (you) and other media used (equipment) also have to
work together. Remember that you are telling the story, the rest
is only there to help you. Slides where never designed to carry
the whole presentation – just to present some necessary
graphics. So don’t be out-shined by your PowerPoint! People are
also not particularly good at taking in information from multiple
sources at once. If they are reading your slides, they are not
listening to you. My personal rule is no sentences on slides (with
few exceptions, like a short concluding sentence / take-home message on the final slide), and a 
minimum of words (main concepts as titles, otherwise only in a legend or caption. But ease yourself 
into it! Next time you make slides, take a second look – is there anything on them that doesn’t 
necessarily need to be there?

The second part of knowing yourself is about what kind of preparation you need. For example the 
notes you prepare! Do you want to write out your whole presentation, or just make a list of 
keywords? Do you need to write down pauses or breathing moments for yourself, because otherwise 
you tend to forget those? Maybe you want to note when you need to click through to the next slide? 
Other preparations you might want are a physical or voice warm-up, making sure you’ve been to the 
bathroom recently, eat something, take a minute to sit down calmly, etc…

A bit more about pausing and breathing: many presenters are afraid of silences. Try this: after an 
important sentence or conclusion, be silent for at least 5 seconds. This has three advantages: it will 
underline the sentence for you (it’s now very clear that this is something important you want them to
take note of), you can really look at your audience and check whether they are still following / 
understanding, and you can use this time to do a quick check-up and reset: are you still breathing? 
What is your body doing?



Message

You can split the message in two parts: explicit and implicit information. 
Explicit information is everything that is explicitly said or written. Often 
(especially when teaching), this is your goal, the thing you want to convey to 
the audience. Unfortunately, lots of this is lost – research shows that an 
audience only remembers about 20% of a presentation (immediate 
interaction and testing increase this, so with a longer lecture you have some 

more options). So your job is clear: you need to decide what that 20% should be! For every 
presentation, write down 1 or 2 (maximum of 3) key concepts that you want the audience to 
remember. You’re going to make sure these come through, and the rest is bonus!

Implicit information is the more subconscious, non-verbal signals you are sending. You can use those 
to support your explicit information. Keep in mind that they can become noise if they do not support 
but are instead distracting!
Your physical appearance is of course an implicit signal – what are you wearing? Generally, you want 
to be comfortable and professional. You can go for boring, but in some cases a funny t-shirt 
(especially if it’s somehow related to the topic) can be a fun idea.
The next signal is what your body is doing – where are you standing / sitting / moving on stage? What
are your hands, legs, and shoulders doing? Is your posture relaxed, active, or tense? I always try to 
find a ‘hat stand’ for my limbs (I tend to move my hands too much), a relaxed posture I can return to, 
to reset. Periodically, you can take a small moment of rest there and then start moving again, more 
consciously.

Also very important: the face! What are you emoting? What are you
eyes doing? You might have heard about tricks like looking at
people’s forehead to simulate eye-contact when you are too nervous
for the real thing, or looking over the audience. Another trick I like is
the clock. Before your presentation, pick out four people in the
audience: one in front, one in the middle left, one in the middle
right, and one in the back. Your new goal is to do your presentation
for these 4 people only! You don’t care about the rest, if these 4 get it at the end, all is good. 
Especially the one in the back, because they came all the way from Russia to hear it! This takes care 
of three things: 1. over time it will become automatic, so you don’t have to think about looking at the 
audience too much and can focus on other things, 2. it looks like you are addressing everybody, 3. you
automatically start talking louder to reach the one in the back.

Now on to the non-verbal aspects of your voice. Your choice of words can be interesting to play with 
– of course you want to choose something fitting, but it is possible to break convention to get 
everyone’s attention! You might not want to yell ‘F*ck’, but you can say more casual things (‘that’s 
kinda weird, right?!’ instead of ‘these results were quite surprising...’) to make more of a personal 
connection.

Finally, diction – pronunciation, rhythm, volume, melody. All things you can play with! Especially 
volume can have really strong effects. Slight increase when it’s something important, or the opposite: 
quiet down a bit like you’re telling them a secret! Practice in front of a mirror small parts of your 
presentation in different ways: different emotions, serious or not, formal or not, etc. During an actual 
speech you probably don’t want to go over-the-top, but you can explore your voice this way and use 
scaled, subtle variations in your actual speech. 



Receiver

In the case of public speaking, there are multiple receivers that we are 
going to treat as one: the audience. First order of business: who are 
they? Attention is a two way street, so get to know your audience a 
little – straightforward demographics, but also: what is their 
concentration and focus probably like? (is your presentation just before 

lunch or at the start of the day?) How invested are they, do they have internal or external motivation 
to listen? What is their knowledge level, what do you need to explain and what can you skip?

For most audiences, you’ll want to use a microphone, even if your voice is loud, as you never know 
whether anyone is hard of hearing. If the language you give the presentation in is not the first 
language of lots of audience members, you might want to put a bit more text on your slides to make 
sure they can double-check difficult key words.

Then, you want to pay attention to your relationship with this audience, both the real one (you are 
teacher, student, or colleague, etc) and the imagined one (it’s your first time teaching and they’re all 
probably judging you, aargh!).

When you’re nervous, relative status can really throw a wrench in the works. Lots of nerves are 
caused by seeing the audience as some judgmental, higher unit. Try to take back power: you don’t 
'have to’ present you have the chance to! They are there for you, they can not go away (sometimes 
they can, but it’s generally not socially accepted), so they have to listen! 

Additionally, you are always the expert. If not of the field, then of your own experiment, the specific 
stuff you did. You have knowledge, however little, that they don’t have, otherwise you wouldn’t be 
here. So explain it to them! Even when they're teachers. Imagine them as dumber or younger if it 
helps. Think of how you would talk to toddlers, and let a subtle version of that inspire your way of 
speaking and your confidence level.

Your relationship with the audience in the moment is also important. During the presentation, try to 
really make contact with them, look people in the eyes (or just above the eyes). Try to create a feeling
of dialogue, even when they are not speaking. Always check, seriously, if everyone understands. 

Especially in the question-and-answer section at the end, this feeling of dialogue can really help you –
you are less likely to choke on a difficult question (instead of treating it as a problem that you’re 
solving together, try “That is a difficult one! What do you think?”), or bristle / become defensive at a 
critical one (instead try: “Thank you for the suggestion! We had indeed considered this but 
unfortunately...”). 

One way to make connection with the audience that almost never fails is a sincere belief in your 
message. Someone can be almost incomprehensible, or just very chaotic, or painfully shy, or 
distractedly twiddling their hands all about, but if you get the
sense that they are truly excited about the thing they’re trying
to tell you it doesn’t matter (as much). You don’t have to
behave like a grinning maniac to convey excitement and belief
either – just figure out what it looks like for you! 
There are many ways to present convincingly, and having your
own distinct style that fits your personality will always click well
with an audience.



Noise

Noise is all the other information that is not part of your message (or used to 
support it), competing for the attention of the receiver. It can be anything that 
goes wrong on your end or with the equipment, random circumstances, the 
audience themselves... Let’s discuss some solutions!

First off, try to anticipate as many things as possible beforehand. Check your 
equipment, be on time, prepare well, have backups of both files and necessary
items. Also make sure that you have a plan for common occurrences – for 
example, how are you planning to do your presentation without slides?

If it is something unsolvable or external (construction noise outside, beautiful day), acknowledge and 
move on. Somehow, it’s much easier to ignore noise if the speaker just shortly mentions that yes, that
drilling sound is annoying, or wow, who else would rather be outside in the sun right now? 
Additionally, it can strengthen you bond with the audience – suddenly, it’s a problem you’re all having
together.

If it’s solvable, take your time. Someone walks in late? Welcome them sincerely and take a sip of 
water while they find their seat. Forgot to say something? The audience probably won’t even notice, 
just work it in somewhere. Completely forgot what you were going to say? Tell the audience and look 
it up in your notes. Use this as a breathing break and (general rule) don’t apologize more than once. 
Taking 10 extra seconds to get your bearings in silence is often quicker than stumbling over yourself 
to get it fixed as quickly as possible. 
Thrown over your coffee mug? Accept (you can’t undo it anyway), acknowledge (perhaps make a 
joke?), ask for help if necessary!

Most importantly: be flexible. Prepare your presentation with enough time to take silences, to correct
yourself, to fix mistakes. Don’t be dependent on the technology – think of alternatives. Be aware of 
the general structure of your presentation and the 1 or 2 main points you want people to remember. 
That way, you can always adapt on the fly and make sure the most important stuff is handled, 
whatever happens.

Extra: the X-factor

People tend to think that a great performer / public speaker is someone who is not nervous at all and 
who never makes mistakes. This is, of course, not true. 

A good performer is ‘conscious’:

• Of everything! The room, the sound, the audience reactions,
themselves – voice & body. Fundamentally, performing is an
exercise in balancing attention precisely. Novice presenters
often lose focus – they disappear inside their own head
and/or nerves, they don’t notice what their feet are doing,
they forget to connect to the audience. Practice and building
in pause points for yourself help you to balance this attention
and make it second nature over time.

• Of their mistakes! They don’t get caught up by them, instead
they just notice and adapt. The show must go on!



How to practice your skills

Identify 3 things that you want to work on. Make them really specific! It 
makes no sense to work on ‘I want to be a better presenter’, you need a 
more specific starting point.

Then practice your presentation skills in such a way that you maximally 
focus on these things (one by one), even to the detriment of others. This 
includes trying to do things right, but also to do things wrong intentionally, 

and see what that looks and feels like. You can do this at home in front of the mirror, or (scary but 
very recommended) film yourself and watch it back. You can also incorporate these things in real 
presentations, although you probably want to be a bit more subtle. But dare to experiment a bit with 
real presentations! It won’t be the end of the world if it doesn’t go perfectly. If possible, ask for 
feedback afterwards from someone whose judgment you trust.

For example, one that I struggle with: I’m moving my hands too much sometimes, to the point where 
it distracts from my story. So my goal is to have all my hand movements be intentional and 
constructive.

First I might film myself and watch it back, to get a sense of how big the
problem is but also when it tends to pop up. (In the beginning? When
something goes wrong? When I’m extra nervous?) I also ask for feedback
on this specifically, to see if it is something that other people even notice
or care about.

Then I’m going to practice in front of a mirror, just short portions of a
presentation at the time. I’m doing it once while moving my hands a
LOT! Exaggerated movements – trying to almost pantomime along with my voice. Then I do it while 
sitting on my hands, or holding them clasped behind my back. Are they trying to escape? Am I still 
making micro-movements? I try to find a relaxed position that I can use as a hat-stand for my hands. 
For fun, I also sit down and try to gesture along with my feet. Does that calm my hands down? 

In my next presentation, I have made notes for myself to pause shortly at every slide change, move 
my hands to the hat-stand position and keep them there for a few seconds. It takes very little time, 
but it allows me to reset multiple times during the presentation. 

As you might gather from this, the goal is not to fix everything forever (my hands still sometimes get 
away from me, especially if I’m very nervous), but to create a stronger awareness of the things you 
find hard to pay attention to in stressful situations. At some point, it will become easier, and you 
won’t have to devote as much attention to the issue as before, while still getting it right. And if all 
these circumstantial things can be taken care of by a tiny bit of your awareness, you can focus the rest
on having an interesting dialogue with the audience!



Common Questions

• How do you keep people engaged? Especially during long lectures or when you are last of the
day and the audience is tired?
◦ Nobody can hold the same level of attention for an entire 45 minute lecture. So instead, 

focus on certain points where you ‘grab back’ their attention! Every 5 to 10 minutes or so,
introduce a wake-up moment – change something; play a little video, do something 
interactive… remember all the options you have with volume and positioning as well

◦ Simply acknowledging helps a lot when there are factors that disturb concentration 
(noise!). If you do so, try to put it in the form of a challenge, not defeat. Get them on your
side! For instance: “So I know that I’m the only thing standing between you and lunch 
right now! Let’s try and wake all of you up a little bit, shall we?”.

• How do I manage my stress levels before a presentation?
◦ Pay attention to your breathing, do exercises for deep ‘belly’ breathing if necessary 

(mindfulness, yoga, meditation, whatever works for you). There are sensory receptors 
lower in your lungs that have the effect of calming you down when they are activated.

◦ Sit down if possible, take a moment for yourself
◦ If you are doing relaxation exercises, try to create a small movement or bodily position 

that you strongly associate with relaxation. It takes a while but can really pay off. 
Examples are the zeró in movement theater (comparable to mountain pose in yoga), or a 
hand position (fingers touching thumb) common during some meditation practices.

• What if you’ve been interrupted with questions and you have to rush the conclusion?
◦ Decide beforehand whether you want questions throughout or only at the end, and 

inform the audience about this (for a conference at the end is best, at a lecture you might
want them in the middle as well). Plan for it in your timing!

◦ Keep your text flexible, allow yourself to do some things differently if needed. Have a 
contingency plan for time-issues at the end – what can you summarize, what can you 
skip? This is for emergencies only, though!

• What if you get a question about something that will come up still?
◦ “Good question! I’ll get to that in a minute.” (Don’t explain it already, unless it will be a 

while before you will get to it. Otherwise it’s just confusing.)
◦ All questions are good questions, even when they aren’t. This keeps a positive 

atmosphere during your presentation which is nice for everyone. If the question is very 
basic or something you already explained, keep the answer very short and/or ask the 
person who asks to speak to you in the break. 

• What if, after an interruption, you forgot where you were?
◦ Keep a pen close – mark your place (especially if you allow questions throughout)
◦ The audience has also forgotten where you left off, so jump two sentences back.
◦ Monty Python trick: just ask the audience where you were! Make it their problem :)

• What if you are not presenting in your native language?
◦ Pay attention to the characteristics of the language. Examples:

▪ English uses a lot of air – schedule more breathing pauses.
▪ French has a lot of front-of-the-mouth, small mechanism sounds – practice with 

tongue twisters.
◦ You might want to keep a more elaborate script and improvise less in the beginning.
◦ If you are looking for a word, try to describe it. Or ask the audience!



Exercises (alone or with a group)

Physical warm-up (5-10 min, alone or group)
Activate and connect to your body and your voice by doing warm up and breathing exercises.

• Stretching (legs and arms) & turning your joints (feet, knees, legs, hips, shoulders, neck)
• Shake it out! Shake you limbs and body in turn.
• Vocal warm-up

• Face – pretend to be yawning, scrunch your face up as if you just ate a very sour lemon, 
and then open your mouth and eyes wide as if you just ate a very hot pepper

• Jaw – give yourself a little jaw massage, then let you jaw hang loose and say 
wawawawawa, bobobobobo, jajajajaja, mamamamama…

• Breath support – breathe through your belly: put your hands in your sides, tie a shawl 
around your waist, or pretend to push a beach-ball under water. This helps you feel 
whether you are breathing in the right place. Shoulders should not move! 
Make short sound bursts on consonant sounds: b, f, p, d, t, w, z, s, g, k. 
Breath out all the air in your lungs through the letter F (fffffffff), giving the airflow some 
resistance. If you’re all the way empty, relax your belly and breathe in automatically.
Yell “Hé” and “Ho” with and without glottis click.

• Practice your small mechanism / articulation, by repeating ‘popocatepetl’ or (slightly 
easier) ‘missisippiriver’ five times in a row. Try to do it quicker and quicker.

• Use your 'mask' / nasal cavity. Think Texas accent. This is good for practicing volume! 
Sounds you can use: teasing (njènjènjènjè), crying baby (wèèèè), witch (hihihihihi)

Attention Exercises (10 min)
Good performers seem to have one thing in common: their attention is very balanced between 
what's happening around them and what's happening within themselves. You want a balance 
between really seeing the audience, connecting with them, and also noticing what your body and 
voice are doing, and what you are thinking (so many people are only in their own head…)

• Attention to the outside (5 min, group)
• Woosh boink pow. 

Stand in a circle, one person starts. Pass on a sound (woosh) and a movement (as if 
you’re throwing a big ball) to the person on your right. That person ‘receives’ your woosh 
(you make eye-contact!), turns around, and passes it on to the next person. Put some 
enthusiasm in it! Try to go faster and faster, but keep making the eye-contact. 
After a while, add a ‘boink’. The person who receives the woosh can, instead of passing it 
on, cross their arms in front of them and say ‘boink!’. The person who tried to give them 
the woosh then has to turn around and send it back where it came from.
Finally, add a ‘pow’ - this means that, if you receive a woosh, you can pass on the sound 
to someone who is not right next to you by pointing at them and yelling ‘pow!’. That 
person then continues (to either side) with the woosh.
Try to keep up speed and enthusiasm! If someone makes a mistake, try to solve it 
together. There will be lots of laughter but if you keep focus, you can do it really fast!

• This is a pen
Stand in a circle. One person holds out a pen to the person next to them and says “This is 
a pen”. The 2nd person replies: “A what?”. Person 1 says “A pen”. Person 2 again: “A 
what?”. Person 1 says again “A pen”. Person 2 now goes “Ohhh, a pen!”, and they take the
pen. Person 2 then turns around and does the same with the person at their other side. 
The pen goes around the circle.
If this goes well, introduce another pen that goes the other way. The trick is that the pens
can not stop traveling! If they come together, that person or persons have to hold the 
two conversations at the same time. You can not hold on to a pen to finish another 



conversation. And you have to make the pens go around as quick as possible. 
This is a very good exercise for concentration and focus! You have to keep track of where 
all the pens are. If all goes well, add a third or even a fourth pen.

• Attention to the inside (5 min, alone or group)
• Stand still with your eyes closed 

(if you’re with a group, make sure everyone has some space around them). 
▪ Pay attention to how your body feels – start at your toes, move up slowly and end 

with the crown of your head. Where are you tense or relaxed? Where does your body
touch the floor / clothing, and how does that feel? You don’t have to change 
anything, and feeling nothing remarkable is also okay. 

▪ Pick a muscle. Tense and release this muscle a few times. Then pick another one.
▪ Try to feel emotional states in you body. Angry, happy, sad, afraid, surprised, in love. 

For each one, try to determine how your body feels when you experience that state. 
Where are you tense, where relaxed? How are you standing?

▪ Stand still. Imagine that there is a little happy dance in your belly. It becomes bigger 
and bigger, and slowly you start to move with it, until your whole body is moving and 
dancing. Keep your eyes closed. Then make the dance smaller and smaller again until 
it’s just a tiny dance in your belly again.

Applause Exercise (2 min per person, group)
This exercise is about confidence, owning the stage and taking up space. Pay attention to how this 
exercise feels for you! Does it feel nice? Are you embarrassed? Do feel like taking your time or do you 
want to rush through it? What happens if you push yourself a bit, and take slightly more time than 
you’re strictly speaking comfortable with?

• One person at a time stands at the front. The rest of the group makes two lines like an honor 
guard. The person in front starts small (sitting, curled up, or bowing down). Slowly start 
growing. Grow – slowly – into a full power pose (straight upright, hands outstretched slightly 
upwards to either side). Feel what this does to your body and mindset.

• When you feel powerful and ready, start walking through the honor guard. Slowly and 
purposefully. As soon as you take your first step, the rest BURSTS out in applause (clapping, 
stamping their feet, yelling encouragement – it is not allowed to grow silent at any point).

• Walk, slowly, to the other side. Try to allow yourself to savor it. (If the intensity of the 
applause ever wavers, be offended – look at them with your chin in the air and one eyebrow 
arched up). If you’re done, lower your arms (sign that the applause is allowed to stop)

• After that, the next person goes, until everyone has had a turn.

Small Presentations (5 min per person, group or alone in front of mirror)
This exercise is about creating a bigger option space. You would never do a real presentation like this, 
but you want to explore the options you have in tone, demeanor, etc. Maybe you can use a short, 
toned-down version of these to inspire your own presentation style!

• One person gives a very short but serious presentation (elevator pitch)
Then, change it up! (each person 2x or 3x) Choose something that is either very different 
from the persons normal style, or that you feel enhances it in some way:
◦ Different emotions (happy / sad / angry / amazed), or change from one to the other
◦ Different positions (stand / kneel / sit / lie down), or distance from audience (very close / 

far), or again, change it up during the talk (choreographer)
◦ Different roles (presenter = commander / queen / Steve Jobs / Obama / tell-sell person, 

or audience = toddlers / at the other end of a busy street / standing at attention)
◦ Different states (drunk / have to pee / something hurts / suppressing tears / in love)
◦ Different catchphrases (Did you know… / My dear friend… / As everyone knows… / Now 

here’s a secret… / … yeah, think about that for a second)


